1 Introduction
==============

Nucleic acids have the ability to fold into a variety of configurations. One of them is quadruplex, a characteristic structural motif found in DNAs, RNAs and nucleic acid analogs, such as peptide nucleic acids (PNA) or conformationally locked nucleic acids (LNA) ([@btz738-B7]; [@btz738-B29]). Quadruplexes occur in genomes of different species, including humans ([@btz738-B10]; [@btz738-B30]; [@btz738-B38]; [@btz738-B45]). They are important regulators in cellular functions of nucleic acids, including telomere elongation and gene expression mechanisms. The number of discovered influences of these structures is still growing ([@btz738-B9]; [@btz738-B15]; [@btz738-B18]; [@btz738-B31]; [@btz738-B41]; [@btz738-B43]). The connections between regulatory processes and unique structures make quadruplexes particularly important in novel therapies for cancer and neurodegenerative disorders ([@btz738-B9]; [@btz738-B15]; [@btz738-B19]).

Quadruplex is composed of at least two building blocks called N-tetrads (where N denotes any nucleotide residue) stacked upon one another at a distance of about 3.3 Å ([@btz738-B6]; [@btz738-B15]; [@btz738-B23]). Single tetrad is formed by four nucleotide residues, usually of the same type, found in a planar arrangement ([@btz738-B9]; [@btz738-B29]). Thus, one quadruplex, also referred to as N4 in this paper (N---any nucleotide), contains at least eight nucleotides organized in tetrads ([@btz738-B27]; [@btz738-B33]). Quadruplexes are known to occur in Guanine-rich regions of nucleic acid structures. Thus, in most cases (over 90%), the residues that build the tetrad are Guanine-based. They form G-tetrads which---in turn---create the G-quadruplex abbreviated to G4. Each nucleobase in the canonical G-tetrad forms two non-canonical pairs, serving as a donor at Watson-Crick (W) edge, and an acceptor at Hoogsteen (H) edge ([@btz738-B15]; [@btz738-B29]; [@btz738-B38]). Therefore, four nucleobases in the G-tetrad form eight hydrogen bonds in total ([@btz738-B6]; [@btz738-B15]; [@btz738-B29]). However, in pseudo G-tetrads and tetrads composed of other nucleotide residues, one can meet base pairs other than WH. Quadruplexes display structural diversity that depends on the primary sequence, ion type and environment.

A study of quadruplex structure often starts from the sequence level and an analysis of G-tracts. G-tract is an uninterrupted string of characters (at least two) representing consecutive nucleobases in the nucleic acid strand. Nucleobases represented in one G-tract usually belong to different tetrads. Four G-tracts define G4-stem in the structure ([@btz738-B14]; [@btz738-B12]). Quadruplex motifs merge such structural elements as G4-stem, tetrads and loops that connect two outer tetrads.

Quadruplex may exist either as intra- or intermolecular structure. In the first case, it is formed from one strand and may be classified as a unimolecular motif. In the second case, G4 consists of two or four strands, and thus, belongs to a class of bi- or tetramolecular structures, respectively ([@btz738-B15]; [@btz738-B19]; [@btz738-B24]; [@btz738-B29]). If all strands of the quadruplex are oriented in the same direction, G4 is parallel. If half of the strands have the opposite direction than the others, we call the quadruplex antiparallel. Whereas, if one strand is directed contrary to the remaining three, we have a hybrid-type motif ([@btz738-B7]; [@btz738-B29]; [@btz738-B37]).

An increasing interest in quadruplexes has resulted in the development of computational methods to support their study. In recent years, several bioinformatics tools focusing on the sequence, secondary and tertiary structure of these motifs have been published. Computational programs like G4Hunter ([@btz738-B4]), G4RNA screener ([@btz738-B16], [@btz738-B17]), QGRS Mapper ([@btz738-B21]), G4-iM Grinder ([@btz738-B36]) parse DNA or RNA sequence to find motifs with a potential to form G-quadruplexes. GRSDB2 ([@btz738-B22]) is a database of putative quadruplex-forming Guanine-rich sequences mapped in pre-mRNAs and mRNAs. QuadBase2 ([@btz738-B13]) allows mining of G4 motifs in a genome. ViennaRNA package ([@btz738-B26]) includes algorithms for RNA secondary structure prediction extended by the option to annotate quadruplexes in the output model. They encode the secondary structure of an RNA in dot-bracket notation, where every nucleotide in the G-tract is represented by '+' sign. The tertiary topology of canonical G-quadruplexes has been explored by Webba da Silva group ([@btz738-B14]; [@btz738-B20]; [@btz738-B12]). Their studies have resulted in proposing a classification of G-tetrads based on glycosidic bond angles between nucleotide components of the tetrads. They have also defined categories of canonical G4s following the topology of loops (diagonal, propeller, lateral) between consecutive G-tracts ([@btz738-B20]; [@btz738-B12]). Finally, some tools have appeared to facilitate analysis of G4-rich nucleic acid interactions with proteins ([@btz738-B32]) or searching for 3D structure motifs with the potential to form quadruplexes ([@btz738-B36]).

Structural and topological diversity of quadruplex structures goes far beyond the framework of canonical G4s. Even among G-quadruplexes themselves, identified nowadays, we find canonical and non-canonical cases. New quadruplex structures are constantly being solved \[e.g. Z-DNA quadruplex ([@btz738-B3])\] and the number of known non-canonical quadruplexes increases. The in-depth analysis of quadruplex features is still a challenge ([@btz738-B14]). It should not be restricted by molecule type, its sequence, structure canonicality, and should not focus only on one structure level, e.g. sequence or 3D structure, which is characteristic of existing computational methods.

Here, we introduce a new classification of tetrads and quadruplexes occurring in nucleic acids. It is based on the secondary structure topology of these motifs and can handle both canonical and non-canonical structures. We present two-line dot-bracket notation to represent tetrads and quadruplexes, the adjusted graphical views generated by the latest version of our RNApdbee webserver ([@btz738-B46]) and arc diagrams that clearly show the differences between quadruplex topologies. Our concept is accompanied by the automated method ElTetrado that identifies tetrads and quadruplexes in the 3D structures of nucleic acids and classifies them according to newly defined categories ([@btz738-B47]). It is available for download at <https://github.com/tzok/eltetrado/>. We show the results of the statistical analysis run on the dataset of all PDB-deposited nucleic acid structures with the use of our method.

2 Materials and methods
=======================

The research presented here was carried out on the basis of data downloaded from the Protein Data Bank ([@btz738-B5]) on April 18, 2019. Out of all the 3D structures present in biological assembly files acquired from RCSB PDB website, we selected those that contained quadruplexes. For this purpose, we used our own script that processed structural data and searched for these motifs.

The dataset for further analysis was created from 308 PDB structures in which quadruplexes formed. It contained 258 DNAs, 45 RNAs and 5 other molecules. The latter group included structures in which over 50% of nucleotides within quadruplexes were modified. PDB identifiers of all analyzed molecules have been listed in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the subsequent analysis, in the case of NMR structures, the first model was taken and in the case of X-ray structures, all biological units were selected to the dataset. In our collection, we distinguished uni-, bi- and tetramolecular quadruplexes. All of them were considered in the statistical analysis of tetrads and quadruplexes. Whereas, the secondary structure topology-based taxonomy of these motifs covered only unimolecular cases. The latter set contained 188 PDB structures, including 160 DNAs, 26 RNAs and 2 other molecules. More detailed information on the datasets' contents has been given in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (Supplementary Fig. S1).

Structures from both sets were analyzed using self-implemented programs along with DSSR software from the 3DNA suite ([@btz738-B28]). From DSSR, we acquired the information about base pairs and stacking. We applied PyMOL \[[@btz738-B39])\] to visualize and inspect the tertiary structures from the dataset. Arc diagrams of the secondary structure were generated using R4RNA package ([@btz738-B25]) and refined in the vector graphic software Inkscape.

The preliminary classification of tetrads and quadruplexes was performed based on the results of RNApdbee 2.0 ([@btz738-B2], [@btz738-B1]; [@btz738-B46]). This webserver is a part of RNApolis toolset ([@btz738-B40]). It retrieves secondary structure topology from the 3D structure data saved in PDB and mmCIF files. Additionally, we utilized a self-developed computer program ElTetrado to assign the categories to tetrads and quadruplexes identified in the analyzed molecules ([@btz738-B47]).

3 Representation and classification of tetrads and quadruplexes
===============================================================

3.1 Two-line dot-bracket for tetrads and quadruplexes
-----------------------------------------------------

The dot-bracket notation has been designed to encode the secondary structure topology of an RNA molecule using a sequence of dots and brackets \[and letters in the extended dot-bracket notation ([@btz738-B2])\]. A dot represents an unpaired nucleotide residue while a pair of brackets (opening and closing one) encodes for a base pair. Typically, a continuous string of characters in the dot-bracket notation, written in a single line, represents the secondary structure of a single RNA strand. This nomenclature has some limitations. It has been designed to encode canonical base pairs. Therefore, it does not allow to represent multiplets \[i.e. three or more nucleobases associated in a coplanar geometry through a network of hydrogen bonds ([@btz738-B11])\]. Moreover, dot-bracket encoding depends on the strands' order. Thus, it is not unequivocal for multi-stranded structures ([@btz738-B35]). Until now, the latter reason has precluded encoding tetrads and quadruplexes in the dot-bracket nomenclature.

Here, we show how to encode tetrads and quadruplexes in dot-bracket extended to a two-line form. In the case of tetrad representation, each line holds two base pairs that do not share nucleobases. Thus, if nucleobase $N_{i}$ forms hydrogen bonds with $N_{j}$ and $N_{k}$ in the tetrad, one of these pairs (e.g. $N_{i}$-$N_{j}$) is encoded in the first line, and the other ($N_{i}$-$N_{k}$)---in the second line of dot-bracket. In canonical G-tetrad, every nucleotide is involved in one interaction along its Watson-Crick edge, and one along the Hoogsteen edge. The first nucleotide $N_{1}$ of the tetrad (the closest to 5′-end) corresponds to the leftmost opening bracket in the first line of dot-bracket representation. A base pair which $N_{1}$ forms along its Watson-Crick edge is encoded in the first line. In the other tetrads, if $N_{1}$ does not interact along its Watson-Crick edge, the first line of dot-bracket includes a base pair formed along the Hoogsteen edge of $N_{1}$. The assignment of the remaining base pairs to dot-bracket lines is determined automatically.

The quadruplex's encoding adds up dot-bracket representations of the component tetrads ([Fig. 1](#btz738-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, its first line holds brackets for nucleotides of the first G-tract (or more generally N-tract) interacting along their Watson-Crick edges.

![Quadruplex formed in RNA Mango (PDB id: 5V3F chain B) ([@btz738-B42]) in (**A**) 3D and (**B**) secondary structure view, (**C**) dot-bracket encoding, (**D**) arc diagram. For clarity, each tetrad has a different color](btz738f1){#btz738-F1}

The two-line notation is correlated with arc diagrams ([@btz738-B25]) optimally adapted to visualize the secondary structure of tetrads and quadruplexes. Like the dot-bracket representation, the arc diagram consists of two parts, the upper and the lower one. The upper arcs represent the first line of the corresponding dot-bracket, while the lower part is related to the second line. So designed arc diagrams clearly show the differences between the topologies of quadruplexes and allow for their easy differentiation according to the secondary structure features.

3.2 Classification of tetrads
-----------------------------

The secondary structure of a tetrad can be represented by a cyclic graph $G^{*}$=$(V,E)$, where $\left| V \middle| = \middle| E \middle| = 4 \right.$. Every vertex in $G^{*}$represents one nucleotide residue from the tetrad. Every edge in $G^{*}$ is related to a hydrogen-bonding interaction between respective nucleotides. If we placed the vertices of $G^{*}$ at equal distances on a circle clockwise, in the order along the sequence, we would see that graph can take the shape of a square (O-shaped), a bow tie (N-shaped), or an hourglass (Z-shaped). This observation has led us to define three categories of tetrads and establish the ONZ taxonomy.

ONZ classification is determined by pairings between the tetrad-forming nucleotide residues, $N_{1}$, $N_{2}$, $N_{3}$, $N_{4}$ ([Fig. 2](#btz738-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Category O (O-shaped) contains tetrads, the nucleotides of which interact according to strand direction (from 5′- to 3′-end). It means that in the O-type tetrad, $N_{1}$ (the first nucleotide from 5′-end) interacts with $N_{2}$, $N_{2}$ with $N_{3}$, $N_{3}$ with $N_{4}$ and---finally---$N_{4}$ with $N_{1}$. The N category (N-shaped) represents tetrads stabilized by base pairs ($N_{1}$,$N_{2}$), ($N_{2}$,$N_{4}$), ($N_{4}$,$N_{3}$), ($N_{3}$,$N_{1}$). Finally, the tetrad belongs to class Z (Z-shaped), if the following interactions takes place between its nucleotides: ($N_{1}$,$N_{3}$), ($N_{3}$,$N_{2}$), ($N_{2}$,$N_{4}$), ($N_{4}$,$N_{1}$). Let us note, that the classification is based on the order of tetrad-involved nucleotides in the strand. Thus, in this form, it can only be applied unambiguously to unimolecular structures.

![ONZ classes of tetrads in diagrams of unimolecular structures and their dot-bracket representations. Arrows ease discerning between + and −. Here, black filled circle denotes Watson-Crick edge, square---Hoogsteen edge](btz738f2){#btz738-F2}

Additionally, we can annotate the tetrad as positive (+) or negative (−), according to the arrangement of edges along which base pairs in the tetrad are formed. ElTetrado does this by analyzing two pairs, ($N_{1}$,$N_{i}$) and ($N_{1}$,$N_{j}$), in which the first nucleotide ($N_{1}$) in the tetrad is involved. Assume that we number nucleotide residues in the tetrad from 5′ to 3′ end such that $i < j$. Thus, we can set the nucleotides from two considered pairs in the following order: $N_{1} < N_{i} < N_{j}$. Let us now assume that the following edge hierarchy has been established, along which $N_{1}$ binds to $N_{i}$ and $N_{j}$: $W < H < S$, where W is for Watson-Crick edge, H---Hoogsteen edge, S---sugar edge. We can order nucleotides $N_{1}$, $N_{i}$, $N_{j}$ according to this hierarchy. For example it means that if $N_{1}$ interacts with $N_{j}$ along its Watson-Crick edge, and with $N_{i}$ along Hoogsteen edge, then the order is: $N_{1} < N_{j} < N_{i}$. ElTetrado checks whether the order of nucleotides applied in the first case is the same as the order in the second case. If so, the tetrad is assigned the positive type (+), otherwise, it has the negative type (−). Therefore, every class in ONZ can be divided into two subcategories: O+, O−, N+, N−, Z+, Z-. Each of these subclasses has a unique dot-bracket representation ([Fig. 2](#btz738-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

3.3 Classification of quadruplexes
----------------------------------

Making use of the new tetrad classification, we have proposed ONZ-based taxonomy for quadruplexes. We have assumed that the classes of component tetrads automatically determine the category of the whole quadruplex. From this it follows that a quadruplex consisting of O-type tetrads belongs to class O, a motif built from N-shaped tetrads is in class N, while if it includes only tetrads from Z category, it is assigned to class Z. Hence, we have O, N and Z classes that group regular motifs, i.e. quadruplexes composed of tetrads of the same type. However, among various quadruplex forms there are also irregular structures that contain tetrads of different types. To hold such cases, we have defined category of mixed structures denoted by M. Finally, let us recall that---preliminarily---ONZ taxonomy of tetrads has addressed unimolecular structures. Whereas, there are also bi- and tetramolecular quadruplexes. We propose to assign them to class R (remaining structures).

We can divide quadruplexes according to the order of nucleotides in N-tracts. From this perspective, we distinguish parallel (p), antiparallel (a) and hybrid (h) motifs. We can combine both approaches to define the following classes of regular quadruplexes: Op, Oa, Oh, Np, Na, Nh, Zp, Za, Zh. As for irregular quadruplexes, M category contains all the mixed motifs, without dividing them by the N-tracts' arrangement into parallel, antiparallel and hybrid cases. Eventually, bi- and tetramolecular quadruplexes are assigned to Rp, Ra and Rh.

Let us add that the structural diversity of quadruplexes is noticeable even within a single class in ONZ-based taxonomy. The best way to observe this is to analyze the arc diagrams representing the secondary structure topologies. Quadruplexes belonging to a given category can have more than one topology. The number of diverse topologies depends on the number and types of tetrads in the motif. For example, in [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} of [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we have shown all possible topologies of regular G4s which are composed of two tetrads belonging to positive (+) categories (i.e. O+, N+, Z+).

4 Results
=========

4.1 Analysis of the tetrad set
------------------------------

In the source dataset of 308 PDB entries, we have identified 1377 tetrads with different composition ([Table 1](#btz738-T1){ref-type="table"}). G-tetrads account for 92% of this collection. The remaining part consists of U-, C-, A-, or T-tetrads, and mixed tetrads the majority of which include Guanine as one of the contributors. Mixed tetrads have been enumerated in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). 655 tetrads from the source dataset were unimolecular and could be categorized due to the ONZ taxonomy. We have run ElTetrado to classify them and find the coverage of every category ([Fig. 3](#btz738-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Let us note that ONZ classification has encompassed all unimolecular tetrads, independently on their sequence. 75% of single-stranded tetrads appear to be O-type, with a significant prevalence of O+. The class of N-shaped contains 23% of tetrads from the analyzed collection (with N+ being the majority), and class Z---the remaining 2%. In case of the latter category, which is few in number, more tetrads have been found in subset Z-.

###### 

Number of tetrads by sequence and molecule type

          GG     UU   TT   AA   CC        
  ------- ------ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------
  DNA     1003   --   13   7    5    30   1058
  RNA     228    29   --   9    --   9    275
  OTHER   39     2    3    --   --   --   44
  Total   1270   31   16   16   5    39   1377

![ONZ class coverage by tetrads from unimolecular quadruplexes](btz738f3){#btz738-F3}

4.2 Analysis of the quadruplex set
----------------------------------

The preliminary analysis of the initial dataset has given information about 423 quadruplexes which were identified in 308 PDB structures. Let us recall our assumption that the quadruplex is a motif consisting of at least two stacked tetrads (not necessarily G-tetrads). We have examined the structural complexity of these quadruplexes.

First, we have checked how many tetrads make up the motifs. It has appeared that 90% of quadruplexes in the set are composed of 2, 3 or 4 tetrads (with 3-tetrad motifs coming to the lead). We have also found single quadruplexes containing more component tetrads, including an exceptionally large motif consisting of up to 13 of them ([Table 2](#btz738-T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Number of quadruplexes composed of 2--13 tetrads

  Number of tetrads:   2     3     4     5    6    7    9    13
  -------------------- ----- ----- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
  DNA                  75    138   102   4    5    3    1    1
  RNA                  29    28    4     22   2    1    --   --
  OTHER                4     --    4     --   --   --   --   --
  Total                108   166   110   26   7    4    1    1

Next, we have investigated how many strands contributed to building quadruplexes ([Table 3](#btz738-T3){ref-type="table"}). Our research has shown that more than half of the collection is made up of unimolecular motifs. These 242 quadruplexes could be next studied with respect to ONZ-based taxonomy. The remaining 181 motifs belong to category R, as their tetrads were not assigned to ONZ classes. The set of unimolecular quadruplexes has been processed to find the distribution of quadruplex topologies in ONZM categories ([Fig. 4](#btz738-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Since, the classification of quadruplexes depends strictly on the types of component tetrads, we have expected that O-based classes would be the most represented. Indeed, 70% of unimolecular quadruplexes have been assigned to Op, Oa and Oh groups. These are regular motifs composed only of tetrads from O+ and O- categories. Regular Z-type quadruplexes constitute the least numerous group. Let us notice that parallel structures have been found only among O-type quadruplexes, as far as the regular cases are considered. As for the irregular motifs, we have identified 32 examples and we have assigned them to category M. Finally, we have found bi- and tetramolecular quadruplexes 99 of which are of type Rp, 73 ones of type Ra and 9 cases in Rh group.

![ONZM class coverage by unimolecular quadruplexes](btz738f4){#btz738-F4}

###### 

Number of uni-, bi- and tetramolecular quadruplexes

          Unimolecular   Bimolecular   Tetramolecular   Total
  ------- -------------- ------------- ---------------- -------
  DNA     188            90            51               329
  RNA     50             7             29               86
  OTHER   4              --            4                8
  Total   242            97            84               423

4.3 Example quadruplex structures in ONZ-based taxonomy
-------------------------------------------------------

In this section, we show the results of ONZ-based classification, as well as dot-bracket and arc representations correlated with exemplary quadruplex structures.

To the first example, we have chosen two quadruplexes that have the same nucleotide sequence but belong to different categories in the ONZ taxonomy. Both are G4s included in the human telomeric DNA. The first one (PDB id: 1KF1) is the X-ray structure ([@btz738-B34]) composed of three tetrads of type O+. According to the G-tracts' arrangement, this motif is parallel. Thus, it has been classified as Op. The second quadruplex (PDB id: 143D) has been solved using NMR in solution ([@btz738-B44]). Its outer tetrads belong to N+ category, whereas the middle one is of type N-. Since this G4 is antiparallel, we have assigned it to Na group. [Figure 5](#btz738-F5){ref-type="fig"} presents the tertiary structures of both motifs as well as the secondary structures encoded in two-line dot-bracket notation and represented in arc diagrams. Both dot-bracket strings and arc diagrams reveal the differences between the topologies of compared quadruplexes. In particular, the arc diagram makes it easy to trace which residues interact within every tetrad. Arcs have been color-coded. The color of each tetrad denotes the category: blue is for O+, dark cyan for N+ and aquamarine for N-.

![3D structure of human telomeric DNA (**A**) 1KF1 ([@btz738-B34]) and (**B**) 143D ([@btz738-B44]) with colored tetrads and (**C, D**) their secondary structure topologies in dot-bracket and arc diagram representations. The colors in the secondary structure representations indicate the tetrad types](btz738f5){#btz738-F5}

The second example presents G-quadruplex from HIV-1 LTR (PDB id: 6H1K) ([@btz738-B8]). Its three-dimensional structure has been determined in NMR experiment. The quadruplex is built of three tetrads ([Fig. 6](#btz738-F6){ref-type="fig"}). The first one belongs to category Z- (lilac arcs in [Fig. 6B](#btz738-F6){ref-type="fig"}), the second one is in group Z+ (purple arcs) and the third tetrad has been classified as O+ (blue arcs). Therefore, the motif has been assigned to category M that collects irregular structures.

![(**A**) 3D structure of major G-quadruplex form in HIV-1 LTR (PDB id: 6H1K) ([@btz738-B8]) with colored tetrads, and (**B**) its secondary structure topology in dot-bracket and arc diagram representation. The colors in the secondary structure representations indicate the tetrad types](btz738f6){#btz738-F6}

5 Conclusion
============

Quadruplexes are one of the intensely studied structural motifs that form in nucleic acids. Their popularity results from quite wide potential applications of these structures in biomedical sciences. Therefore, the studies of their diverse architectures and functions are conducted by the research teams worldwide.

Until now, three different approaches existed to describe and classify quadruplex structures. One was based on sequences and G-tracts that contributed to building the G4 motif ([@btz738-B16], [@btz738-B17]). The other focused on the tertiary structure and took into account the conformation of loops between G-stems ([@btz738-B7]; [@btz738-B14]). Finally, glycosidic bond angles were the reference for the third taxonomy that made possible the description of the relationship between type of loops and groove width of a quadruplex stem ([@btz738-B20]; [@btz738-B12]). In our approach, we have considered both tetrads and quadruplexes. We have analyzed the secondary structure topology of these motifs to propose new ONZ classification for tetrads. Further, our study has encompassed unimolecular quadruplexes, for which we have also defined ONZ-based categories. Our taxonomy has been accompanied by unique ways to encode the considered motifs in dot-bracket notation and represent them in arc diagrams. They reveal the diversity of tetrad and quadruplex topologies, even inside ONZ groups. We believe that the presented approach will enrich the knowledge about tetrads and quadruplexes, and allow for easier in-depth analysis of their characteristics.
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